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The Silent Patient

Alex Michaelides $34.99 TPB

Alicia Berenson writes a diary as a release, an outlet - and to prove to her 
beloved husband that everything is fine. She can’t bear the thought of worrying 
Gabriel, or causing him pain. Until, late one evening, Alicia shoots Gabriel five 
times and then never speaks another word. Forensic psychotherapist Theo 
Faber is convinced he can successfully treat Alicia, where all others have failed. 
Obsessed with investigating her crime, his discoveries suggest Alicia’s silence 
goes far deeper than he first thought. And if she speaks, would he want to 
hear the truth? The Silent Patient is a heart-stopping debut thriller about a 
woman’s brutal and random act of violence against her husband - and the man 
obsessed with discovering why.

Queenie Malone’s 
Paradise Hotel

Ruth Hogan  $34.99  TPB 
 
Tilly loved living in Queenie Malone’s mag-
nificent Paradise Hotel. But her childhood 
was shattered when her mother sent her 
away from the only home she’d ever loved to 
boarding school with little explanation and 
no warning. Now, Tilda has grown into an 
independent woman still damaged by her 
mother’s unaccountable cruelty.But when her 
mother dies, Tilda sets aboutunravelling the 
mystery of her exile from The Paradise Hotel 
and discovers that her mother was not the 
woman she thought she knew at all ...

Last Man Standing

Stephen Leather  $32.99  TPB 
 
When SAS trooper Matt Standing is told that 
the former Navy SEAL who saved his life is in 
trouble, he doesn’t hesitate to go to his aid - 
even if that means flying half way around the 
world to Los Angeles. Navy SEAL-turned-
bodyguard Billy-Bob Barnes has been ac-
cused of killing the man he was supposed to 
be protecting. Three other bodyguards were 
also killed and now Billy-Bob is on the run. 
The dead client was a Russian oligarch with 
connections to the Kremlin. But who wanted 
him dead? And if Billy-Bob wasn’t the killer 
why is Billy-Bob being framed? .

King of Scars

Leigh Bardugo $24.99 TPB

Nikolai  Lantsov has always had a gift for the 
impossible. No one knows what he  endured 
in his country’s bloody civil war - and he 
intends to keep it  that way. Now, as enemies 
gather at his weakened borders, the young 
king  must find a way to refill Ravka’s coffers, 
forge new alliances, and  stop a rising threat 
to the once-great Grisha Army. He will risk  
everything to save his country and himself. But 
some secrets aren’t  meant to stay buried--and 
some wounds aren’t meant to heal.

Connections in Death

J..D. Robb $34.99 TPB

When recovering drug addict Lyle Pickering 
is found dead of an overdose, it looks like a 
tragic accident. But his sister Rochelle knows 
better, and so does Lieutenant Eve Dallas. 
Lyle was murdered, and the evidence points 
to his old street gang. She needs close this 
case fast, before the violence bleeds out into 
New York’s streets.
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When All is Said
Anne Griffen $34.99  TPB

If you had to pick five people to sum up 
your life, who would they be? If you were 
to raise a glass to each of them, what 
would you say? And what would you learn 
about yourself, when all is said and done? 
This is the story of Maurice Hannigan.

Louis & Louise
Julie Cohen  $34.99  TPB

Louis and Louise are the same person in 
two different lives. They are separated only 
by the sex announced by the doctor, and 
a final ‘e’.  But because of their gender, 
everything looks different, which makes 
you question: If you could look at one life 
in two different ways, what would you see?

The Wolf and the Watchman
Niklas Natt och Dag  $37.99  TPB

Set in 1793 Stockholm. The Wolf and the 
Watchman depicts the capacity for cruelty 
in the name of survival or greed - but also 
the capacity for love, friendship, and the 
desire for a better world.

Born of Darkness
Sherrilyn Kenyon  $34.99  TPB

Book eleven in Sherrilyn Kenyon’s 
globally bestselling LEAGUE series

Maybe This Time
Jill Mansell $34.99  TPB

Bestselling author Jill Mansell’s 
heart-warming new novel is a funny, warm 
and absolutely satisfying story of friend-
ships, love, missed chances and seizing 
the moment...

When You Read This
Mary Adkins  $34.99  TPB

On his first day of work, an ambitious intern 
discovers a blog created by his predecessor, 
Iris Massey. Iris died a few months earlier, 
leaving a hole in the life of the firm’s morose 
boss. Now, stuck at his desk all day, Carl-the-
Intern gets hooked on Iris’s blog, and the 
stories she tells about the life she left behind.

The Night Tiger
Yangsze  $37.99  TPB

A captivating and magical story set in 1930s Malaysia about a 
dancehall girl and an orphan boy who are brought together by 
a series of unexplained deaths and an old Chinese superstition. 
Explore the rich world of servants and masters, ancient supersti-
tion and modern ambition, sibling rivalry and unexpected love. 
Woven through with Chinese folklore and a tantalizing mystery, 
this novel is a page-turner of the highest order.

Fiction



Twisted
Steve Cavanagh  $34.99  TPB

He’s a bestselling crime writer. The only 
mystery greater than his stories is his true 
identity. Who is JT LeBeau? One woman 
thinks she’s found him - her husband has 
millions in the bank and a letter for the 
enigmatic author. But the truth is far more 
TWISTED...

The Problem of Susan & Other Stories
Neil Gaiman  $34.99  HB

Four imaginative tales from the mind of 
master storyteller Neil Gaiman come to 
life in this graphic novel adaptation.

Flowers Over the Inferno
Ilaria Tuti  $34.99  TPB

Inspector  Teresa Battaglia is called 
to a quiet Italian village when a 
body is found in the woods. When a 
new-born baby is kidnapped, Teresa’s 
investigation becomes a race against 
the clock...But she is also fighting a 
battle against her once invincible mind
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Crime/Thriller

Sci-Fi/Fantasy

The Wolf in the Whale
Jordanna Max Brodsky  $27.99  PB

The beautifully told story of an Innuit 
shaman and the Viking she comes to love. 
An epic, coming-of-age fantasy tale of 
clashing cultures, love, family and the fight 
for survival in the frozen Arctic of 1000 AD.

Dark Age
Pierce Brown  $29.99  TPB

The #1 New York Times bestselling 
author of Morning Star returns to the 
Red Rising universe with the thrilling 
sequel to Iron Gold.

Our Child of the Stars
Stephen Cox  $37.99  TPB

The story of a lost child, the family who try 
to protect him, and the secret that refuses 
to stay hidden . . .

Dirty Little Secrets
Jo Spain  
$34.99  TPB

Death stalked the Vale In every corner, 
every whisper. They just didn’t know it yet. 
Six neighbours, six secrets, six reasons to 
want Olive Collins dead.

Village of the Lost Girls
Agustin Martinez 
$37.99  TPB

Five years ago two eleven-year-old 
friends, Ana & Lucia, left school 
and were never seen again. Now, 
Ana reappears inside a crashed car, 
wounded but alive. Who was behind 
the girls’ kidnapping and where is 
Lucia and is she still alive?



I Heard You Paint Houses
Charles Brandt  $24.99  PB

The incredible true story of the death of Jimmy 
Hoffa, the most famous hit in Mafia history. Now 
a major motion picture, The Irishman.

What If?
Steve Robbins  $37.99  TPB

From incomparable storyteller and beloved 
diversity and inclusion  expert, Steve L. Robbins, 
comes the 10th Anniversary Edition of his  
classic book used by scores of companies 
globally for diversity  training.

Present Tense
Barney Hoskyns  $37.99  TPB

Present Tense is an anthology that goes a long 
way towards explaining what Rock’s Backpages 
editor Barney Hoskyns describes as the 
band’s ‘seriousness, emotional grandeur and 
willingness to stare humanity’s dystopian hi-tech 
future in the face’.

Empty Planet
Darrell Bricker and John Ibbitson  $37.99  TPB

For half a century, statisticians, pundits and 
politicians have warned that population 
growth is spiraling out of control, threatening 
to overwhelm the earth’s resources. They are 
wrong. Empty Planet shows why exactly the 
opposite will soon be upon us.

The Photographer at Sixteen
George Szirtes  $34.99  TPB

A poet’s memoir of his mother that flows 
backwards through time, and excavates 
a shard of European history - a deeply 
honest, tender and yet unsentimental 
autobiographical journey.

90 Seconds To A Life You Love
Joan Rosenberg  $34.99  TPB

90 Seconds to A Life You Love follows a 
simple formula: 1 choice. 8 feelings. 90 
seconds. This book teaches you that if you 
choose to be fully present and aware when 
you experience unpleasant feelings.

Duped
Abby Allin  $37.99  TPB

While leading a double life would seem to 
be the exclusive domain of psychopaths 
and undercover agents, thousands of 
‘regular people’ keep extraordinary secrets 
from those closest to them. Duped is an 
investigation of compulsive liars - and how 
they fool their loved ones 

Threads of Life
Clare Hunter  $37.99  TPB

Threads of Life is a history of sewing and 
embroidery, told through the stories of the 
men and women, over centuries and across 
continents, who have used the language of 
sewing to make their voices heard, even in 
the most desperate of circumstances.  

Non-Fiction
Parkland
Dave Cullen  $34.99  TPB

The exclusive story of the Parkland, 
Florida school shooting and the 
#NeverAgain campaign for gun control 
run by teen survivors, by the author of 
the definitive bestseller Columbine.
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Evermore
Sara Holland  $21.99  PB

Return to the intoxicating land of Sempera, 
where the rich live for centuries and the 
poor bleed time to pay for a loaf of bread.  
Can the Alchemist overcome the Sorceress 
once and for all?

The Haven
Simon Lelic  $19.99  PB

Snatched from his bed in the middle of the night, Ollie Turner is thrust 
into a world of danger and excitement. Below the streets of London he 
discovers a secret city: a network of tunnels that lead him to the Haven, 
a sanctuary for kids run by kids, and the headquarters of an organisation 
that fights for justice everywhere. Soon Ollie is caught up in the Haven’s 
battle: a quest to stop ‘Mad Maddy’ Sikes from destroying the city. But 
time is running out for Ollie and his new friends. Will they manage to stop 
Sikes before it is too late? And who is the traitor in their midst?

Kids/YA

Oi Cat!
Kes Gray  $17.99  BB

From the creators of the award-
winning and bestselling Oi Frog! 
and Oi Dog! Comes the absurdly 
funny Oi Cat! Now in Board Book.

Wishing for a Dragon
Becky Cameron  $19.99  PB

A gorgeous debut picture book 
that celebrates the imagination 
and all adventurous children.

Moon Vietnam
Dana Filek-Gibson  
$34.99  PB

With Moon Vietnam you’ll get expert 
insight from journalist and expat Dana 
Filek-Gibson on her adopted home and 
honest advice on when to go, how to get 
around, and where to stay.

Rick Steves Spain 2019
Rick Steves
$44.99  PB

Walk the Camino de Santiago, run 
with the bulls in Pamplona, or relax on 
Barcelona’s beaches: with Rick Steves 
on your side, Spain can be yours!

Non-Fiction Continued
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ISBN TITLE AUTHOR RRP FMT QTY

9781409181620 The Silent Patient Alex Michaelides  $34.99 TPB

9781473671867 Last Man Standing Stephen Leather  $32.99 TPB

9780349422015 Connections in Death J.D. Robb $34.99 TPB

9781473669055 Queenie Malone's Paradise Hotel Ruth Hogan  $34.99 TPB

9781510105669 King of Scars Leigh Bardugo  $24.99 TPB

9781473683006 When All is Said Anne Griffin  $34.99 TPB

9781473673304 When You Read This Mary Adkins  $34.99 TPB

9781472248459 Maybe This Time Jill Mansell  $34.99 TPB

9781409179832 Louis & Louise Julie Cohen  $34.99 TPB

Customer:

Address:

Order No:

Date:

Account No:

New title orders must be with Alliance Distribution Services by 27th December 2018.  
If orders are not received by this date we cannot guarantee full supply of your order. 
All prices are recommended retail only (NZ$), GST inclusive and subject to change without notice. Delivery 
dates are subject to change without notice. 

Order with Alliance Distribution Services       
Email: adscs@alliancedist.com.au        
Phone: 09 477 4120

FEBRUARY 2019 ORDER FORMS

New into
Paperback



9781473692138 The Wolf and the Watchman Niklas Natt och Dag $37.99 TPB

9780349412122 Born of Darkness Sherrilyn Kenyon $ 34.99 TPB

9781787470460 The Night Tiger Yangsze Choo  $37.99 TPB

9781786488411 Village of the Lost Girls Agustin Martinez  $37.99 TPB

9781787474314 Dirty Little Secrets Jo Spain  $34.99 TPB

9781409170693 Twisted Steve Cavanagh  $34.99 TPB

9781474609586 Flowers Over the Inferno Ilaria Tuti  $34.99 TPB

9781472262936 The Problem of Susan & Other Stories Neil Gaiman $34.99 HB

9781786489975 Our Child of the Stars Stephen Cox $37.99 TPB

9780356512600 The Wolf in the Whale Jordanna Max Brodsky $27.99 PB

9781473646773 Dark Age Pierce Brown $29.99 TPB

9781787477070 Parkland Dave Cullen  $34.99 TPB

9781473687929 Threads of Life Clare Hunter  $37.99 TPB

9780349420295 Duped Abby Allin  $37.99 TPB

9781472142962 Empty Planet Darrell Bricker and John 
Ibbitson  $37.99 TPB

9781472129437 Present Tense Barney Hoskyns $37.99 TPB

9780857058546 The Photographer at Sixteen George Szirtes $34.99 TPB

9781473651524 I Heard You Paint Houses Charles Brandt $24.99 PB

9781473687004 90 Seconds To A Life You Love Joan Rosenberg  $34.99 TPB

9781473690547 What If? Steve Robbins $37.99 TPB

9781631218408 Rick Steves Spain 2019 Rick Steves $44.99 PB

9781640492639 Moon Vietnam Dana Filek-Gibson $34.99 PB

9781444936230 Wishing for a Dragon Becky Cameron $19.99 PB

9781444944242 Oi Cat! Kes Gray  $17.99 BB

9781408349526 Everless Sara Holland $21.99 PB

9781444947601 The Haven Simon Lelic  $19.99 HB

NEW FORMAT

9781474606103 Terracotta Warriors Edward Burman $27.99 PB

9781787472426 Believe Me JP Delaney $24.99 PB

9781473604209 Tall Order Stephen Leather $24.99 PB

9781472250216 In our Mad & Furious City Guy Gunaratne $27.99 PB

9780751568257 Broken Ground Val McDermid $24.99 PB

9781409163992 A Noise Downstairs Linwood Barclay $24.99 PB


